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ABSTRAcT

Exchange rate uncertaintA is said to haue negatiue or posttiue effects on tlre
trade flou.ts. A Large bodg of the empiricat research that ties to address the
bsue has used aggregate trade data between one country and rest of the uorld,
or bildteral total trade data betueen tuo countrips. The support for a signifcant
relation betlxeen a measure of exrhange rate uolatilitA and trade Jtou-ts is negli-
gible from these studies. In this paper, tuhen tue use disaggregated data
betlDeen the U.S. and China at commoditu Leuel (88 industnes) and a bounds
testing approach to coi.ntegration, tue find that almost half of the industries are
sensitiue to a measure of exchange rate uncertaintA.

1. INTRoDUcrroN

A LTHoucH Mosr EcoNoMlsrs believe that the price ofany commodity should
fl be determined by market forces the exchange rate, i.e. the price of one

I \currenry in terms of another currency, introduces a problem into hade
between two countries when left to the forces of demand and supply. The
problem is that any fluctuation in the exchange rate introduces uncertainty
which could have a detrimental effect on trade flows. What are the channels
through which trade could adversely be affected? First, some traders are ri.sk
averse and try to avoid any risk associated with exchange rate fluctuations, so
that they can avoid losses. The second channel is through making the price
and profit outlook more uncertain, which will have a direct impact on the vol-
ume oftrade. The third charrnel is through the impact of exchange rate uncer-
tainty on the volume of imported inputs. Because of exchange rate fluctua-
tions, some domestic producers may substitute domestically produced inputs
for imported inputs.

Although the common notion in the literature is that exchange rate
uncertainty lowers the volume of trade, neither theoretical nor empirical stud-
ies are conclusive on this issue. Indeed, some empirical studies iind t].at
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exchange rate uncertainty could have a positive effect on the trade volume
(e.g., Bailey et al 1986, 1987). Based on such hndings, De Grauwe (1988)
introduced a model in which he showed that in a risk5r environment traders
may trade more in order to avoid substantial decline in their revenue.

The empirical literature examining the impact of exchange rate uncer-
tainty on trade volumes is too large to be reviewed here. McKenzie (1999) and
Bahmani-Oskooee and Hegerty (2O07) provide a comprehensive review of
related empirical studies and classif,. them into three categories. First, there
are studies that have employed aggregate trade data (the imports and exports
of one country with the rest of the world). Most studies fall within this cate-
gory and the list includes, but is not limited to, Hooper and Kohlhagen (1978),
Gotur (1985), Kenen and Rodrik (1986), Bailey et aI99a6, 1987), Peree and
Steinherr (1989), Caballero and Corbo (1989), Kroner and Lastrapes (1990),
Medhora (1990), Asseery and Peel (1991), Akhtar and Spence-Hilton (f984),
Chowdhury (1993), Bahmani-Oskooee (1996), Bahmani-Oskooee and
Payesteh (1993), Qian and Varangis (1994), and Dell'Ariccia (1999). Because
of the aggregation bias problem, the second group of studies has concentrat-
ed on using trade data at the bilateral level, i.e., import ald export data
between two countries. The studies include Thursby and Thursby (1987),
Cushman (1983, 1986, 1988), De Grauwe (1988), Koray and t astrapes (1989),
Kumar and Dhawan (1991), Pozo (f992), Capora.le ald Doroodian (1994),
McKenzie and Brooks (1997), and De Vita and Abbot (20O4a). Finally, the last
category includes only a few studies that have disaggregated the trade data
between two countries and have looked at the impact of exchange rate volatil-
ity on sectoral data. Klein (1990), Bini-Smaghi (1991), Belanger et al (19921,
McKenzie (1998), Doyle (2001), and De Vita and Abbot (2o0ab) are studies in
this group.

As can be seen, studies in the third group are few. Furthermore, there
is room to expand this part of the literature by considering commodity trade
between two countries rather than sectoral trade. Indeed, disaggregating data
by commodities has an advantage in that it allows us to pay special attention
to commodity attributes. In ttris paper we investigate the impact of exchange
rate volatility on commodity trade between the U.S. and one of her growing
trading partners, China, using annual data over the period 1978-2002, for 88
industries. To this end, we outline the model and the method in section 2. The
results are reported in section 3 with a summary in section 4. Data definitions
and sources appear in an appendix.

2. THE MoDELs AND THE METHoD
In assessing the impact of exchange rate volatility on trade flows, the common
practice is to express the volume of imports and exports as a function of
exchange rate volatility, in addition to other determinants. Since no price data
are available at commodity level, the best model that will suit commodity trade
is that of Kenen and Rodrik (1986), who identified the income level and the
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real exchange rate to be other determinants of imports. Adopting their speci-
fication at the commodity level between the U.S. and China yields the follow-
ing model:

LnM,, = ao + dlLnyusJ + dzLnREt + d3LnVAR, + E, (1)

where M; is the import volume of commodity i by the U.S. from China, YL15 is
a measure of US income, REis the real bilateral exchange rate between the US
dollar and Chinese yuan, defined such that a decrease in R-E reflects a real
depreciation of the do11ar. VAR is a volatility measure of RE and E is an error
term,

What are the expected signs of the estimated coefficients in (1)? Since
an increase in economic activity results in increased imports by the US, we
expect the estimate of ar to be positive. Given the definition of RE in the
appendix, a decrease reflects a real depreciation ofthe dollar and ifreal depre-
ciation is to discourage US imports of commodity l, we expect the estimate of
.b to be positive. Finally, if exchange rate volatility is to have an adverse effect
on imports, the estimate of a3 should be negative.

Equations such as (1), where variables enter at their level and there is
no lagged variable, are usually referred to as long-run relationships. Thus, any
estimate obtained for a's are long-run estimates. In obtaining these long-run
estimates, recent developments in time series analysis require incorporating
the short-run adjustment process into the estimation procedure and making
sure that when the adjustment takes place, the equilibrating error term (e)

decreases over time. The procedure to account for short-run dynamics is one
of expressing (1) in an error-correction modeling format. Indeed, the Engle-
Granger (1987) error-correction representation theorem requires (1) to be
expressed as:

nl n2 n3

A,LnM, =co+lcroMnM,, r +lcroMnYr,",,-u +lcroMnRE, ,+
.t=l /<=0 k=0

n4
sr

+ lcorMnVAR,,k + d€t_t + pl Q\
r=0

Without a lagged error-correction term, equation (2) is no more than a vector
autoregressive specification that was usually used to test Granger causality, a
short-run concept- The addition of e, , is designed to test whether, in the long

run, the equilibrating effor shrinks. If it does, the estimate of a must be neg-
ative and significant. Note that a negative and significant a will also indicate
that the dependent and independent variables in (1) are converging or, alter-
natively, they aJe cointegrated. The only requirement is that all variables must
be non-stationary in levels or stationary when first differenced.
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When an eror-correction approach is applied to this part of the literature, we
face a problem. In most models, the volatility measure of the exchange rate is
already stationary in levels. The majority of the studies cited earlief are older
and did not engage in cointegration analysis nor in unit root testing. Indeed
recent studies that have applied cointegration analysis, point out that the
volatility measure is stationary. For example Doyle (2001, p. 254), after show-
ing that the volatility measure is stationary, concludes that $olatility plays no
role in the long-run export demand function'and concentrates on a short-run
analysis. Given more recent advances in cointegration analysis, this need not
to be the case. lndeed, the new technique introduced by Pesaran et al (2OOI)
does not require pre-unit root testing and variables could be integrated of
order one I(1) or order zero I(0) or any combination of the two. As illuminated
by Ba-hmani-Oskooee and Ardalani (2006) and Bahmani-Oskooee and Gelan
(20O6), Pesaran et al (2OOll solve equation (l) for e, and substitute the linear
combination of the lagged level of variables for e,_, in equation (2). This yields
error-conection model (3):

nl n? d3 ,4
LLnM,, = co +lc)kMnM i,-k +lcro11.,nYur,,-o +lcroLLnR4,,o +lcooLLnVAR, o

k=\ /.=0 /r=0 t=0

+ 8oLnM,,,., + 

'rlnYur.,-, 
+ SzLnRE, ,+ 6rLnVAR, , + p, (3)

They then propose applying a standard F-test for joint signifrcance of the
lagged level variables. The F-test, however, has new critical values that they
tabulate, through Monte Carlo experiment. By assuming all variables are I(1),
they tabulate an upper bound critical value and, by assuming they are all I(0),
a lower bound critical value is tabulated. For joint signifrcance of a1l lagged
level variables that support cointegration among them, the calculated F sta-
tistics should be higher than the upper bound critical value. Once cointegra-
tion is established, the short-run effects of exchange rate volatility on imports
is inferred by the sign, size and significance of estimated cak's and its long-run
effects by the estimate of 63 that is normalized on 66.2

In an effort to discover the sensitivity of US commodity exports to
exchange rate volatility, we formulate US exports of commodity i (X;) to China
as a function of Chinese income (Y" ), the real bilateral exchange rate (RE),
and the variability measure of the exchange rate (VAR) as in equation (4)
below:

LnX,, = Bo+ prLnY,., + prLnRE, + BTLnVAR, + e,

In (4), if an increase in Chinese income is to increase tlle US export of com-
modity i to China, the estimate of p, is expected to be positive. The estimate of
B, is expected to be nigative ifa real depreciation of the dollar (i.e., a decrease

(4)
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in RE) is to stimulate US export of commodity i. Finally, if exchange rate
volatility is to have detrimental effect on the exports, the esumate ofp. should
be negative.

Just like the import demand model, here too if we attempt to distin-
guish the short-run effects of exchange rate volatility from its long-run effects,
we should express (4) in an error-correction modeling format as in (5) below:

ul n7 n3 n4

^JrzX,, 
= d a + z d 1kMnX,, - k +z d 

2 k Mnyc,, _ k + L 4 * LL%IIE' _ k + z d 4kMnvt
*=l l=0 k=o

+ QLnxit-t +.tr,LnYr., , + \LnRE, , + \LnVAR,-, + {, (5)

As before, the F-test is applied to test the joint significance of the lagged level
variables for cointegration. Furthermore, the short-run effects are inferred
from the estimates of do*'s and the long-run effects from the estimate of ,l'.
normalized on io.

3. Tno nssulrs
In this section, error-correction models (3) and (5) are subjected to empirical
testing. Annual data on trade in 88 two-digit and three-digit commodity
groupings between the US and China are considered. The list of industries is
provided in Table 1, with the data sources and de{inition of variables provid-
ed in the appendix.

As outlined in the previous section, the first step in estimating error-
correction models (3) and (5) is to carry out the F-test for joint significance of
the lagged level variables or for their cointegration. A problem arises in this
step that is related to the choice of lag length. Although Pesaran et al. (2001)
propose imposing a fixed number of lags on each Iirst differenced variable,
Bahmani-Oskooee and Ardal.ani t2006) have demonstrated that the F test
result is sensitive to the lag length. Thus, we follow Bahmani-Oskooee and
Gelan (2006) and impose a maximum of two lags and use Akaike's Information
Criterion (AIC) to select the optimum lags on each variable. We then carry out
the F test on these optimum lags. The results of the F-test, as well as other
results from optimum import models for each industry, are reported in Table

Concentrating on the F-test results at optimum lags reported under the
diagnostics, we see that only in 25 out of 88 cases is the calculated F statis-
tic less than the upper bound critical value of 3.77. Thus, in the majority of
cases there is evidence of cointegration among the variables of the import
demand model. Even in the 25 cases in which the F-statistic is less ttran crit-
ical value, we shall proceed by assuming cointegration, because of stronger
results in support of cointegration to be discussed later.
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From the short-run results, for brevity we only report the short-run coefficient
estimates for the exchange rate volatility measure (yAE. As can be seen, there
is at least one coefficient that is significant at the 109o level in 38 cases.
Moreover, there are positive as well as negative coefficients indicating that the
short-run effects of exchange rate volatility could be positive or negative, a
result that is in line with most previous research.

Are these short-run effects extended into the long run? The long-run
results reveal that the variability measure of the real bilateral rate (Ln VAR)
carries a significant coefficient either at the 10 per cent or 5 per cent level in
36 out of 88 industries. Furtfrermore, in almost half of the cases the estimat-
ed coefficient is negative and in half it is positive. Further inspection reveals
that the cases in which exchange rate volatility has a sigrrificantly negative
effect on imports afe mostly for non-durable commodities. This finding con-
tradicts Lee (1999), who used aggregate durable and non-durable trade data
and showed that exchange rate volatility lowers the volume ofdurables but not
non-durables. He considered durables as asset-1ike goods and argued that
risk-averse consumers may pay a lower price for durable goods to be com-
pensated for the risk. Our finding show that consumers treat non-durables in
the same way as durables, perhaps over a shorter horizon.3

Clearly the results reveal that once durables and non-durables are dis-
aggregated by commodity, there are commodities in each group that respond
negatively to a measure of exchange rate uncertainty. On the other hand,
many durable commodities seem to be aflected positively by exchange rate
volatility. Furthermore, it appears that the size of an industry does not mat-
ter. More than 70 per cent of U.S. imports from China are from seven large
industries, i.e., Manufactures of metal (4.2 per cent), Office Machines (11.8
per cent), Telecommunications (1 1 per cent), Telecommunications Equipment
(4.9%), Electrical Machinery (8.6 per cent), Miscellaneous manufactured arti-
cles (18.9 per cent) and Baby Carriages (l 1.9 per cent). From Table 1 we gath-
er that while the first of these seven industries is negatively affected, the next
two are positively affected by exchange rate uncertainty. The remaining four
are not affected significantly. a

As for the long-run effects of a change in the real exchange rate, there
are 29 industries in which a real depreciation of the dollar against the yuan
lowers the import volume. Further inspection reveals that there are more
durable imports (18 commodities) than non-durable imports (1 1 commodities)
sensitive to the real depreciation of the dollar. This supports Burda and
Gerlach (1992) who argued that durables should be more sensitive to the
exchange rate than non durables, even though they used aggregate trade data
in their analysis. Finally, US income caffies its expected positive and signifi-
cant coefficient in most cases, signi$ring the importance of economic growth
in the U.S. as a key source of the trade deficit with China.

Following Bahmani-Oskooee and Brooks (1999), we use the long-run
coeflicient estimates and form an error-correction term denoted by,ECM. We
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then replace the linear combination of the lagged level variables by ECM, , and
estimate the new error-correction model using the same optimum number of
Iags on each first differenced variable. A significantly negative coefficient
obtained for ECMFr is an alternative way of supporting cointegration among
the variables. Tablel reveals that ECMt 1 carries a signilicantly negative coef-
ficient in almost all cases.

We now turn to the estimates of the export demand model outlined by
equation (5). The results from the optimum lag models are reported in Table
2.

First, cointegration among the variables in the export demand model is
supported by the F-test in 65 out of 88 cases and by the ECM:, in 84 out of
88 cases. Second, from the short-run coefficient estimates there are 38 indus-
tries in which there is at least one coefficient obtained for exchange rate
volatility that carries a significant coefficient. Thus, as with imports, little less
than half of the export industries are sensitive to exchange rate volatility. The
long-run estimates reveal that the short-run effects are extended into the long
run in 33 cases. Note that the coeflicient estimate is negative only in five
industries. Thus, in contrast to imports, it appears that exchange rate volatil-
ity has a positive effect on many industries in the export sector.

Included among these industries are small and large industries. t"arge
industries, which export almost 56 per cent of U.S. goods to China are Metal
ores (4.4 per cent), Machinery Specialized (5 per cent), Machine ald
Equipment (3.1 per cent), General Industrial Machinery (5.9 per cent), Office
Machines 14.4 per cent), Telecommunications 14.4 per cent),
Telecommunications Equipment (4.2 per cent), Electrical Machinery (10.6 per
cent), Thermionic (6.2 per cent), Professional and Scientihc Items (4.3 per
cent), and Measuring Instruments (3.6 per cent). While five of these industries
are positively and significant affected by exchange rate uncertainty, six are not
affected- As for the long-run effect ofthe real depreciation ofthe dollar, the real
bilateral exchange rate takes its negative and significant sign in only 17 indus-
tries.s Finally, Chinese income carries its expected positive and significant
coeffrcient in most industries, supporting the view that econoinic growth in
China should help boost US exports to China.

Finally, before closing we report some additional diagnostics in Table 3.
First, to test for stability of the short-mn and the long-run coefficients, we fol-
low Bahmani-Oskooee et al. (2005) and apply the CUSUM and CUSUMSQ
tests to the residuals of each optimum error-correction model. Stable coeffi-
cients are identified by an 'S' and unstable coeJlicients by a U'. As can be seen
from Table 3, in the majority of models, import and export, there is evidence
of stabiliff. Second, to test for autocorrelation in the presence of a lagged
dependent variable, we report the Lagrange Multiplier (LM) statistic. As indi-
cated at the bottom of the table, this statistic is distributed as ,(2 with one
degree of freedom. Given the 57o critica-l value of 3.84, the residuals seem to
be autocorrelation-free in almost all models. Third, to test for functional
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misspecilication, we report Ramsey's RESET statistic, which is also distrib-
uted as 12 with one degree of freedom. Again, in the majoriry of the models,
this statistic is less than its critical value of 3.84, indicating that the error-cor-
rections models are correctly specified. Finally, we report the size of adjusted
R2 to measure the goodness offrt. Again, in most models the size ofthe adjust-
ed R2 is reasonable.

4. SUMMARY AND coNcLUSloN
One area in international economics that has its own literature is the impact
of exchange rate uncertainty on trade flows- The topic has received a great
deal of attention since the advent of current float in 1971. Indeed, under the
Smithsonian Agreement those who favoured fixed rates argued against float-
ing exchange rates mostly because of concerns that floating rates introduce
uncertainty that could hurt trade flows among the countries.

In testing the impact of exchange rate uncertainty on trade flows,
almost all studies have employed aggregate trade data. When such data are
used, a significant relation between a measure of exchange rate volatility and
the imports ofone industry could be offset by an insignificant relation between
the same two variables of another industry, with the net outcome being an
insignifrcant relation between aggregate imports and exchange rate volatility.
In trade between two countries, in order to identi$ which industries are affect-
ed by exchange rate uncertainty, we should disaggregate the data.

In this paper we disaggregate total trade between the US and China
using import and export data from 88 industries, to identi$. those that are
affected by a measure of exchange rate volatility. By relying on a relatively new
cointegration technique that does not require pre-unit root testing, the bounds
testing approach, we show that the imports and exports of little less that half
ofthe industries are affected by exchange rate volatility. An important discov-
ery is that while most US imports from China are negatively affected by
exchange rate uncertainty, the majority of its exports to China are positively
affected.

Accepted for publication: 15 December 2006

APPENDTX

Data definitions and sources

Annual data over the period I97a-2OO2 are used d to carry out the empirical analysis.
They come from the follorMing sourcesi

a. World Bank.
b. International Financial Statistics of IMF (CD-ROM).
c, Chinese Statistical Yearbook.
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Voriables

Mr = Volume of imports of cornmodity i Import value data for each commodity comes
from source @. In the absence of a price level for each commodity, as a second best
deflator following Bahmani-Oskooee and Ardalani (2006) we use the aggregate import
price index for the US to deflate the nominal imports ofeach commodity. The aggregate
import price index comes from source b.

Xi = Volume of expo.ts of commodity i Export value data for each commodity come
from source a. In the absence of a. price level for each commodity, again as a second
best deflator, following Bahmani-Oskooee and Ardalani {20O6) we use the aggregate
export price index for the US to deflate the nominal exports of each commodity. The
aggregate export price index comes from source b.

yus = Measure ofunited States income. It is proxied by real GDP The data come from
source b.

Y" = China's real GDP. Nominal GDP is deflated by CPI, the only price index available
(1995=100). All data come from source c.

RE = Real bilatera.l exchange rate between dollar and 1rran, defined as (Pus.EX/Pd
where .EX is the nominal exchange rate, defined as number of Jruan per dollar; Pu" is
the price level in the US measured by the CP/ and Pc, the price level in China, again
measured by the CPL The data for all three variables involved come from source b.

VAR = Variability measure of the real bilateral 5rr.ran-dollar rate (REl. For each year it is
defined as the standard deviation of the 12 monthly real bilateral rate (RE) within that
yeaf. Monthly CPI data and nominal exchange rate data come from source b. Note that
prior to the introduction of cointegration and error-correction techniques, the vola.tili-
ty measure was based on the standard deviation of percentage changes in the real
exchange rate. For example, Lanyi and Suss (1982, p. 538) defined their volatility
measure as the standard deviation of monthly percentage changes and argued that this
measure lrovides ttre most appropriate way of removing the trend in changes in the
exchange rate', Since cointegration and error-correction techniques do not require de-
trending the variables, rather than using the standajd deviation of percentage change
in the exchange rate we rely upon the standard deviation of the rea.l excharge rate
itself. In order to see the extent of real bilateral Yuarr-dollar exchange rate volatility, we
plot the measure in Figure 1.

I'NDNOTES

l. Mohsen Bahmani-Oskooee and Yongqing Wang, The Center fof Reseaich on
International Economics and The Department of Economics, University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee, Milwaukee, WI 53201. PhotLei 474-229-4334; Fax: 4I4-229-243a. ba\-
man@uwm.edu Valuable comments of an alonymous referee are greatly appreciated-
Any errors, however, belong to us,

2. As a matter of fact, the long-run effects of all tiree variables could be inferred by the
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estimates of 6r - 6" that ale normalized on 6o . This is usually done by dividing esti-
mates of 6, - 6" by the estimate of 60 multiplied by a minus sign, More precisely, once
equation (3) is estimated we set the long run component equal to zero, which amounts

1e 6nLnM,F, + 5,l,nfusr-t + 62LnRE,-j+ a\LnyARt-t =0 . Solving this for Ln Mit_l yields:

t;-i.
LnM,, 

'---!LnY,r,-t-7LnRE,-t 7 LnyA&-r which clearly shows the long-run effects of
dn on di

all three right-hand side variables in (1) on imports.

3. The fact that volatility a-ffects non-durables more than durables could be due to
hedging possibility that could be availa.ble relatively more for durables than non-
durables. Trade in non-durables has to take place over shorter time period during
which hedging options may not be available.

4. A table is available from the autlirors upon request showing the trade share of each
industry in Table 1.

5. Note that in the export industries more non-durables are sensitive to the exchange
rate than durables. These results are not consistent with those of Burda and Gerlach
t1992t.
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